Dear Mr.Dalil,
I have read Your circular and I want to tell You that I disagree with You an
let me explain why.
You wrote "Truth-seekers" allegedly are trying to unmask the FIAS
President Mr. Shestakov. Four years ago in the election the same people
unanimously supported his candidacy to the post of FIAS President”.
I have guesses whom You are calling ” truth-seekers”. I am sure that time
to unmask Shestakov has come. Moreover, it was necessary to unmask
him at least 2 years ago.
Speaking that those truth-seekers unanimously supported Shestakov don’t
You want to know the prehistory of this support? I can tell You. So, in
October those “truth-seekers” were invited by Shestakov. These “truthseekers” were begged by Shestakov to make all members of the FIAS to
give all votes for him. And, of cause, Shestakov promised a lot. Do You
know a Russian expression that “men usually lie before having sex, before
elections and after fishing”? If You do not know this I kindly recommend to
note this expression.
Advocating Shestakov You wrote “In fact, during the present leadership of
Sambo received a strong impetus to the development. This applies to
various aspects of the FIAS activity, its recognition by many international
sports organizations”.
Oh, please! Mr.Dalil do not lie at least to Yourself! What kind of
recognition? Sport-Accord? Combat SAMBO is out, FIAS is facing
suspension of its membership on the 31 of March 2013 because of
situation related to the WADA requirements. You know that SAMBO joined
Sport-Accord before Shestakov’s election, SAMBO was included in
Beijing’s Sport-Accord program before Shestakov became President of
FIAS.
TAFISA? The same story, it was arranged before Shestakov’s presidential
period. What else? Universiade 2013? Mr.Dalil, You know very well that all
these achievements were reached before Shestakov.
I can tell about one very well known “ACHIEVEMENT” of Shestakov.
Shestakov’s application to the IOC (I am intentionally saying “Shestakov’s
application” because members of the Executive Board of FIAS including
Yourself Mr.Dalil Scalli did not discuss this document) which was consisted
of 87 A 4 paper sheets of web-site prints is money laundry and cashing out
as well. And for this was paid amount of 1 million USDollars.
It seems to me Mr.Dalil that You were instructed to send such kind of
circular, sorry to say such kind of unpleasant thing.

What kind of reconciliation are talking about???? What kind of round table
and negotiations???? First of all Shestakov has to answer to all questions
occured during the past a few years. He has to tell the truth about FIAS
funds, his application to the IOC, about violation of the Statute of FIAS
committed by him and his cronies. What about Pan-American Federation?
What about two illegal attempts in Asia? What would You have done if it
had happened in African SAMBO Confederation? Mr. Dalil to be frank with
You the role of peacekeeper does not become You. Shestakov violated the
Statute of FIAS and he uses dirty schemes with money. SAMBO
community has to have a will to realize what has been happening in FIAS
since November 2009, “Otherwise, we are doomed to drag on our gray
existence and be a sport for the plebeians” as You predicted, Mr.Dalil.
Best Regards,
Azamat Fayziev

